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Why does this benefit me?
To start, the initial development cost of your custom system will be much less expensive because we have most of the 
infrastructure we’ll need already built.  This results in less work and a much quicker initial development of your system 
on a robust and constantly maintained engine.

Furthermore, your active license and maintenance agreement gives you access to future features and upgrades 
of Prism.  Since most of our solutions are built with this engine, we’re continuously adding new features, refining 
optimizations, and maintaining top notch security.  You will have access to these improvements, allowing for these new 
features to benefit your system based on what we’re continuously learning from our forward-thinking client base.

What if I want to end our agreement?
By utilizing Prism, you’re getting an irrevocable and perpetual license to use the engine, regardless of whether you decide not to renew your maintenance 
agreement.  In other words, you have a license to use the engine and software however you want even if you decide to end your maintenance agreement.

What if I have another development team?
Instead of using Dorian Solutions’ development team, you may choose to have your own development team or 3rd party to support your system built with 
Prism.  As Prism customers, we’ll still be available to support your team and deliver new Prism features that allow you to take advantage of the engine.

What kind of features do you plan on 
adding to Prism in the future?
While we definitely have plans for our next round of features, we’re 
constantly evaluating what should be included in our next version.  
Typically the decisions are motivated by the needs and requests of our 
clients.  Here’s an example of some of the Prism features we have added 
over time:

1. Email template and management
2. Filtering and reporting features
3. Management of background jobs
4. Docker deployment features
5. Image upload and management

What’s included ?
As a Prism user, you’re entitled to the following as part 
of your license and maintenance agreement:

• Full access to Prism functionality updates, 
upgrades, and patches

• Phone and web support

• Remote troubleshooting

• Configuration support for internal and 3rd party 
developers

• Up to 2 hours of end-user training per quarter

Still have more questions?  Give us a shout!
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